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Chapter 1241 559-The News Is True, These Are All Lambs Waiting To Be Slaughtered 

The International tea merchants calmed down a little after hearing this. It was a possibility. 

indeed, what Mr. Fury said is highly likely. We should trust Mr. Fury's judgment. A middle-aged man 

suddenly said. 

His name was hobers, and he was one of the tea merchants with the largest tea production value in the 

world. 

it was obvious that he believed in fury and supported him greatly. 

However, as he spoke, he had already taken out his phone and sent a message to his Secretary: to 

confirm if the news about tea from Eastern countries being able to cure cancer is true. If it's true, they 

immediately used my name to invite tea merchants from Eastern countries to participate in the 

International tea culture Festival and say that I respect their tea culture. 

After sending the message, he put away his phone as if nothing had happened. He even called out to the 

others, " since we've gathered here, it means that we believe in Mr. Fury. We have to believe him to the 

end. 

Hobers obviously had some prestige among the International tea merchants, and the other tea 

merchants immediately echoed, " 

that's right. It's very likely that the news is fake. 

we can't mess things up. We have to believe in Mr. Fury. 

"that's right, you have to believe in mr. fury." 

These people were encouraged by hobbers to express their trust in Robert Fury, which gave Fury a boost 

of confidence. He said to the others, " "In that case, let's continue to discuss the planning of the 

International Tea Festival." 

"you should also continue to pay attention to this matter." Frey ordered his blonde secretary and sat 

down again. He didn't know that hobers had already taken out his phone and started to record videos. 

… 

The Internet in China was already in an uproar. 

Cancer had always been a disease that could make people's expressions change. Moreover, cancer did 

not only bring financial losses and pain to families. 

Cancer was a huge torture to the patient, and the pain it brought was very serious. The pain could cause 

the patient to toss and turn, be restless, be unable to rest, and seriously affect sleep. 

In order not to aggravate the pain, some patients had to maintain a passive position. They could not 

turn around freely, nor could they get out of bed and walk on their own. 

The long-term cancer-like pain and torture could make people want to commit suicide. 
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Therefore, it was definitely a blessing for the entire human race to have a drug that could treat cancer. 

The release of Guiyuan powder that could treat colon cancer had already surprised everyone. 

this meant that at least one type of cancer had been eliminated. 

But all of a sudden, there was a video on the internet saying that a patient in the final stage of cancer 

was cured after drinking tea. 

At first, anyone who saw this video would think that it was nonsense. 

if drinking tea could cure late-stage cancer, then was cancer a terminal illness? Did he still need people 

to sell houses and cars for treatment? 

More importantly, this person had no bottom line. It was not just one person who said that drinking tea 

could cure cancer, but several people. 

was he learning from the popularity? 

For the sake of a little popularity, sometimes people could really have no bottom line. 

But very quickly, everyone realized that something was wrong. 

Linlin's laboratory was involved in some of the videos that said that she was in the late stage of cancer. 

He said that the tea leaves were developed and cultivated by Linlin's laboratory. 

When the words "Linlin's laboratory" came out, people couldn't help but pay attention to it. They even 

began to wonder if it was true or not. 

Linlin laboratory had such prestige and reputation now. 

If the same thing had happened elsewhere, no one would have believed it. But in Linlin's laboratory, it 

was different. 

After all, little Qin and professor Li Kai were in Linlin laboratory. 

In the field of plant genetics research, the higher-ups acknowledged the two of them. Countless experts 

had stated that professor Li Kai was the leading figure in this field. 

It was like the combination of two swords. People would really believe that Linlin's laboratory had 

cultivated tea leaves that could treat cancer. 

Just as everyone was bewildered, the Linlin Manor and the Linlin laboratory released a joint 

announcement that set off a storm on the internet. 

cancer has always been the embodiment of evil. Now, let me tell you a piece of good news. Our Linlin 

laboratory's little Qin has developed a tea leaf that can treat cancer. 

You didn't hear it wrong. It's to treat cancer, and it's effective for all types of cancer. We've already 

found five patients with different types of cancer in the late stage for clinical trial treatment. 



Now, the five patients had basically recovered and were discharged from the hospital, which showed 

the success of little Qin's cultivation of tea leaves. Linlin's laboratory was also transplanting and 

cultivating tea trees. 

When the tea trees transplanted in Linlin's laboratory grow, we may be able to plant tea trees to treat 

cancer on a large scale. 

the announcement from the linlin laboratory and the linlin villa confirmed the authenticity of the 

previous videos. 

those with late-stage cancer had been cured by the tea cultivated in linlin's laboratory. 

This kind of shock was no less than the earth shattering. 

Cancer was an evil disease that threatened all human beings. Medical science had been developed to 

this day, but it had not been able to really hurt this demon. 

This demon continued to threaten everyone day and night. 

The number of new cancer cases worldwide was close to 20 million each year. 

The number of cancer deaths was also close to 15 million, of which the number of cancer deaths in the 

country had exceeded 5 million. 

However, there were many types of cancer, and humans could only solve a few of them, and they were 

not very confident about it. They were also helpless against most types of cancer. 
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Now, with the announcement of Linlin's experiment, did it mean that humans could already kill this 

disease? 

Moreover, if he drank the tea every day, wouldn't it be able to seal the disease forever and prevent it 

from ever seeing the light of day? 

it was earth-shattering. 

The entire internet was in an uproar. 

it's incredible. Little Qin is awesome, Linlin's laboratory is awesome! 

" i thought i had woken up. i didn't expect that i was still in a dream. otherwise, how could i see such 

unbelievable news? " 

" i've decided to drink tea from now on, provided that it's the kind of tea cultivated by little qin. " 

although I didn't cultivate these tea leaves, I still feel honored. Because little Qin is my compatriot, what 

he cultivated is also my cultivation. 

" your words are deep in my heart. little qin and i are also compatriots! " 

"……" 
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While the internet was abuzz, in the Chinese Academy, elder Lu and the others had also received the 

news. 

Chief Lu and the higher-ups were well aware of the Robert family's intentions behind the actions of the 

International tea merchants. 

In fact, they had other ways to deal with these people, but boss Qin's clinical treatment of cancer using 

tea leaves had just been completed, so he simply handed the matter over to boss Qin. 

Dealing with these international tea merchants personally was like using a cannon to kill a mosquito. 

Boss Qin could even make these people suffer with his own hands. 

"chief lu, linlin's laboratory has already announced the news," the assistant said."it should be enough 

now, right?" i don't think they're planning an international tea festival after hearing the news, right?" 

Chief Lu shook his head. it's not enough. I'm afraid that the Westerners won't believe it. 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin was already making tea with old master Yuan Shan in his office. 

The manor had been very lively before, with a few academicians, Lin Liu, and the others. 

Lin Liu and the others had already returned to Ming city. After all, their family was in Ming city, so they 

had to stay by their husband's side, right? 

Otherwise, wouldn't he be lonely? 

After academician li and the others left, only academician Yuan Shan was left in the manor. 

Now that the clinical treatment of cancer using tea leaves was a success, the old academician should be 

going back soon. 

"Boss Qin, not only can your tea cure cancer, it's also very good. At least, it's better than the special tea 

provided by the higher-ups." Yuan Shan was in a good mood, and he didn't forget to praise her as he 

drank his tea. 

after all, linlin's laboratory had just announced the tea leaves and its clinical treatment. he was in charge 

of the clinical treatment experiments of the tea leaves. 

He knew what this tea would bring to the country and the world, so he couldn't help but feel a little 

proud. 

"Senior Yuan likes it. I'll prepare some for you before we leave." Qin Lin said with a smile. Because the 

two tea trees had mutated after being transplanted, not only did they grow faster, but they also had the 

attribute of +2 in the growing season of the tea leaves. Therefore, he did not lack the tea leaves at all. 

"thank you, boss qin." Yuan Shan was even happier as he thanked him. 

This tea was good stuff. He might not even bear to drink it when he brought it back. 



boss Qin, " he continued, " I've heard some things about those international tea merchants. It seems 

that the announcement made by Linlin laboratory alone isn't enough, is it? " 

"Yes, of course it's not enough," Qin Lin said with a smile. 

the problem that yuan shan understood, he naturally understood too. 

He understood the arrogance and discrimination of the Westerners. 

sometimes, even if you put the truth in front of the other party, the other party might not completely 

believe it. 

"it seems like boss qin is still prepared," yuan shan nodded. 

Qin Lin laughed. they are prepared. It's like they're inviting the enemy into their trap. Besides, the other 

party has no choice but to enter, unless they're really not afraid of death. 

while qin lin and yuan shan were conversing, lin lin's laboratory made another announcement online: 

the first batch of Linlin laboratory tea leaves for cancer treatment has been successful. Next, our Linlin 

laboratory will carry out the second stage of clinical treatment trials. 

This clinical treatment trial would find 30 patients with late-stage cancer. Moreover, in order to 

determine diversity, 20 of the patients would be late-stage cancer patients in China, and 10 of them 

would be late-stage cancer patients abroad. Late-stage cancer patients abroad could apply through the 

embassies of various countries. 

This clinical trial is a paid trial. Domestic patients will be treated by medical insurance for the benefit of 

the public. Foreign patients who have no medical insurance need to pay for it will pay for it. After the 

treatment fee is checked, they will be interviewed face-to-face. 

The moment this announcement was made, the internet was once again in an uproar. 

In particular, some cancer patients had already begun to inquire anxiously after seeing this 

announcement. Those late-stage cancer patients who had power and money had even begun to use 

their connections and money to get a slot. 

Unfortunately, these people didn't know that Linlin laboratory had already made their choice. People 

like them who used money and connections would not have a chance. 

For this batch of patients, Linlin laboratory would only choose those who had made contributions to 

society or the family members of those who had made contributions. 

Moreover, Linlin laboratory's announcement had also included some private media outlets, all of which 

had foreign backgrounds. 

Obviously, this announcement was made to the international community. 

Therefore, this news quickly spread all over the world. 

after all, it was about treating cancer. this kind of topic and news would be a hot topic in any country. 

the reason was simple. everyone was afraid of cancer, but they were even more afraid of getting cancer. 



England. 

in robert fury's castle, fury was still discussing the international tea culture festival with the international 

tea merchants. 
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Furthermore, they already had a rough plan. 

everyone must remember that it was the incompetence of the eastern country that caused the 

destruction of the tea leaves. It was our ancestors who helped to preserve our current tea trees. 

that's right. The eastern country was too incompetent and the tea leaves were almost destroyed in their 

hands. Fortunately, we helped to preserve it. 

they should thank our ancestors. Otherwise, these tea leaves would have disappeared. Our ancestors 

had gone through too much hardship for these tea leaves. 

"……" 

There's a saying called reversing black and white, and there's also a saying called making up history. 

These people had clearly interpreted these two sentences. 

when the time comes, we should find a few more scriptwriters to enrich the story, " Frey said with a 

smile. it's indeed the contribution of our ancestors that kept these tea leaves and made them so brilliant 

in the world. 

As Frey spoke in high spirits, his blond Secretary rushed in. Mr. Fury, there's new news from the eastern 

country. Not only did Linlin laboratory release the tea leaves that could treat cancer, but they're also 

going to conduct a second batch of clinical treatment trials worldwide. 

also, I heard that the pretty Carlton has already gotten the news and is contacting the Embassy. He's 

planning to get a treatment spot. 

"What?" This time, Fury stood up in shock, his expression extremely ugly. 

The other international tea merchants also made a commotion and stood up subconsciously. 

If it was just an announcement, it wouldn't be a big deal. They could think that the other party was 

playing tricks and they wouldn't believe it. 

however, the other party was actually looking for patients worldwide for the second batch of clinical 

treatment, which was a different story. 

If the other party had such confidence, then it was not a Bluff as they thought. Perhaps they had really 

developed tea leaves that could treat cancer. 

How could such a thing happen? 

When hobers heard this, he frowned. 
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He didn't react to the shock and clamor of the people from Frey. Instead, he silently picked up his phone 

and recorded a video of the people from Frey targeting the eastern country. 

He didn't say a word during this process. 

He immediately sent the video to his Secretary and then texted, " hurry up and send this to the people 

in the eastern countries. Tell them that we didn't participate in this international Tea Festival at all and 

have nothing to do with us. I look forward to the International Tea Festival organized by the people in 

the eastern countries. I also hope to cooperate with them. 

He only heaved a sigh of relief after giving the order. 

Fury shook his head frantically and shouted at the Secretary, " "This can't be true. It shouldn't be. 

Continue to pay attention to this." 

The new announcement made by Linlin's laboratory was also spread around the world at the fastest 

speed. The well-informed, rich, and powerful cancer patients had already begun to take action. 

In just a few days. 

Deng Guang walked into Qin Lin's office with a stack of documents. 

They were all late-stage cancer patients who had applied for clinical treatment abroad. 

Naturally, only the rich and powerful could send the medical information to the Embassy and Linlin's 

laboratory so quickly. 

Otherwise, ordinary foreigners would not have the ability to do so. 

Therefore, when Qin Lin looked at the stack of documents, a special look appeared in his eyes. How was 

this a cancer patient? They were clearly fat sheep waiting to be slaughtered. 
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linlin manor office. 

Deng Guang put down the stack of documents and said, " chairman qin, i've checked on all these foreign 

patients. none of them are simple. there's even a rich man from a beautiful country, carlton. " 

"Carlton?" qin lin was a little surprised to hear this name. 

He was a well-known rich man in America who was famous for having parties with dozens of Hollywood 

stars. 

It was rumored that he had long been diagnosed with late-stage cancer, and every year, a large amount 

of money was spent to extend his life. A single injection of medicine cost at least a million dollars. 

Therefore, the current medical technology of mankind was not completely helpless against late-stage 

cancer. At least, if you had millions of dollars for an injection, and you could take it regularly all year 

round, you could still extend your life. If you had late-stage cancer, you could live longer than ordinary 

people. 

And how rich was Carlton? 
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63 billion us dollars. 

He was ranked 15th in the richest people in beautiful country. 

Qin Lin's eyes lit up as he took out Carlton's information. 

The more of these rich people, the better. 

Deng Guang asked, " Chairman Qin, the domestic patients have been arranged to those who have made 

contributions to society or their family members. Our Linlin laboratory is already reviewing them. You 

said that the foreign patients will be paid for treatment. How much do you want them to pay for it? " 

When Qin Lin heard this, he said without thinking, " prepare a contract and ask them to donate 10% of 

their assets for treatment. 

"Ah!!!!" Deng Guang was shocked. 

He knew that boss Qin wanted to get foreign patients to treat him and charged a fee, so it must be 

expensive. But he didn't expect boss Qin to ask him to donate 10% of his assets. 

if that was the case, then carlton's assets of 63 billion us dollars would be 6.3 billion us dollars. 

this was too ruthless. 

However, on second thought, under such circumstances, how would one choose between money and 

life? 

It seemed to be a philosophical question. 

between life and death, there should be many people choosing their lives. moreover, this was not all of 

the other party's assets. 

qin lin continued, " however, in order to make the other party donate money obediently, we have to 

pretend to let them know that our qin lin's laboratory can't be sure whether the transplant cultivation 

will be successful. if it doesn't work, this is the only treatment opportunity we can provide overseas. " 

"Then they must be afraid!" "I even thought that this might be my only chance to save myself," Deng 

Guang said with a smile. 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded. 

"Chairman Qin, there's one more thing. If these people donate 10% of their assets, what should we do 

with the money?" Deng Guang asked. 

at that time, carl alone would have 6.3 billion dollars, and the others would have even more if they 

added them up. it was a terrifying amount to think about. 

qin lin thought for a moment and said, " we don't need this kind of money. first of all, we don't need this 

money. second of all, it's troublesome. so, i plan to set up another combat readiness medical fund with 

this money. after using the combat readiness medical fund, i'll ask the higher-ups to send someone to 

manage it. " 



The meaning of combat medical treatment was very simple. When there was a battle, there would be 

injuries, and when there were injuries, there would be people who were disabled. 

The injuries required treatment, treatment tools, disability, and compensation. 

This Foundation could be used in such a situation. 

Therefore, in the event of such an incident, the soldiers could receive a portion of the compensation 

from the higher-ups and also a portion of the fund's compensation. Some things that happened after 

they were discharged from the Army could also be paid for by the fund. 

How should he put it? it was equivalent to giving money to the higher-ups, and anyone would think it 

was a brainless act. 

However, Qin Lin didn't care. First, he didn't lack money. Second, he was willing to do this, so there was 

meaning in doing this. 

at the very least, this fund could give the soldiers who were fighting for their lives more courage and 

more security. 

it was just that this foundation was very unfriendly to countries like america. 

After all, Carlton and the others were all wealthy people. They had donated all that money to create 

such a fund. 

It was precisely because of this that even Deng Guang couldn't control this kind of fund in Linlin 

company, so he could only let the higher-ups handle it. 

so, qin lin took out his phone and dialed chief lu's number. 

As soon as the call went through, Captain Lu's voice sounded, " "Boss Qin, you're calling for the clinical 

trial of tea leaves, right?" 

qin lin smiled. " chief lu was right. it's true. i'm going to do something to the foreign patients. " 

He told chief Lu about the donation and the foundation. 

On the other side, chief Lu stood up in shock after hearing what Qin Lin said."Boss Qin, are you serious?" 

"Chief Lu, do you think I'm lying?" Qin Lin asked. 

MMM, I know. I'll make arrangements! Chief Lu hung up the phone with an indescribable expression on 

his face. 

He really didn't know how to describe the feeling in his heart. 

If it was really as Mr. Qin said, the amount of money donated by the foreign tycoons would be a 

terrifying amount. This amount of money could definitely create a top 30 richest man in the country. 

The temptation of such a terrifying amount of money was not something that ordinary people could 

resist. Now that boss Qin actually wanted to use all of it for this kind of fund, it was enough to show his 

determination. 



"captain lu, is that boss qin?" the assistant beside him asked. 

Chief Lu nodded. that's right. I thought that the announcement from Linlin's laboratory wasn't enough. 

It wasn't enough to tear apart the arrogance and discrimination of the Westerners. 

"i didn't expect boss qin's last move to be so ruthless. he even killed people." 
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as long as a rich man donated his assets to save his life, it would be useless for the international tea 

merchants to fight back and slander him. everyone knew that they had tea leaves that could cure late-

stage cancer. 

Otherwise, are those rich people fools? 

The tea merchants 'expressions would be very ugly when the time came. 

More importantly, with such a large amount of money flowing into the country, wouldn't some people 

in America be heartbroken? 

if this wasn't killing, what was? 

As he thought about it, he rushed out of the office. 

The foundation that boss Qin was talking about was not a small matter. He had to deal with it 

immediately and report it to his superiors for discussion. 

… 

time passed quickly, and a few days passed in the blink of an eye. 

The rich people who had applied for treatment had been waiting anxiously these days. 

In an extremely luxurious Manor in America, Carlton was already extremely anxious as he sat in his 

wheelchair. 

he was still on an iv drip. 

This was normal. 

there wasn't a day left that he didn't need to rely on a drip to pass his days. 

Moreover, in the final stage of cancer, no matter how much medicine was used to maintain the patient's 

condition, the patient's condition would only get worse. 

After all, the human body and cancer cells were resistant to drugs. 

Even if it was a drug that cost more than a million dollars. 

Now, the tea leaves from the eastern countries that could treat cancer were his chance. 

If the effect was real, he would be able to recover. 

Therefore, he immediately used all his connections and connections to submit the application. 
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this world was all about capital. with money, one could do whatever they wanted. these 10 spots would 

all belong to the rich and powerful. 

ordinary people didn't even have the right to let the application appear in the embassy. 

"Still no news?" carlton asked his secretary, frowning. 

Mr. Carlton, " the Secretary said immediately. with your connections and connections, you'll definitely 

let me know as soon as you have any news. 

Just as the Secretary was speaking, someone rushed in from outside and said, " "Mr. Carlton, there's a 

message from the other side." 

carlton's eyes lit up, and he hurriedly asked, " "What do you mean? You're giving me the treatment 

spot? I'm willing to pay any price." 

"mr. carlton, the other party has said that they are willing to give you a spot for treatment." as the man 

spoke, his brows gradually furrowed, " but the other party also said that Mr. Carlton has to donate 10% 

of his assets to the eastern countries. 

"what?" Carlton was so shocked that he almost wanted to stand up from his wheelchair. If it were not 

for his body's lack of tolerance, he would have said in annoyance, " "How dare they make such a 

request? do they know how much 10% of my assets are?" 

The man said sheepishly, " Mr. Carlton, I think that's the other party's goal. Besides, they also said that 

although the first batch of clinical trials has been successful, the results of the cultivation of the 

transplant have not been out yet. It is also possible that the transplant will fail. If that happens, the 

chances of treating cancer will be reduced. Next time, they will not open the quota to foreign countries. 

This time, the ten slots are also confirmed first-come first-served. 

These words made Carlton's body tremble again. If that was really the case, then didn't that mean that 

he had no chance at all? 

Then wouldn't he have no chance of recovery? 

carlton's mind suddenly went into a frenzy. it was too painful to donate all his assets. if he did not 

donate, he would not be able to cure his terminal cancer. 

The key was that the 10 spots were confirmed first. If he ate a little, there might be no more spots. 

Now, it was a battle between backbone and life. 

however, it was clear that in the face of life, backbone was nothing. 

In the end, Carlton could only say in an angry and helpless tone, " I won't donate it so easily unless they 

can prove that the tea leaves are really effective and can treat cancer. 

The person who brought the news said, " Mr. Carlton, the other party has said that we have to go to that 

Eastern country to sign the contract first. I'm afraid that other rich people have already arrived. 



Upon hearing this, Carlton hurriedly said, " quick, prepare a plane ticket for me. I want to go to that 

Eastern country immediately. Also, inform my personal doctor. I want him to personally verify if the tea 

leaves are effective. 

"Alright, Mr. Carlton." The second man nodded and immediately went to do it. 

A rich man like Carlton should be an existence who could call the wind and summon the rain in the 

world. 

Usually, he could even control the life and death of most people in America. 

But sometimes, it was like this. Once the lifeline was grasped by someone, no matter how powerful the 

person was, he could only be manipulated by others. 

Now, his life was in someone else's hands, and this life was his life. 

At the same time, not only Carlton, but a few other rich people also made the same decision and 

hurriedly made their way to that Eastern country. 

Even if they had to pay 10% of their assets as a price, most people would still choose their lives over 

their own. 

Furthermore, there was not much time for them to hesitate. There were only 10 spots in total. If you 

were slow, others might be fast. In the end, it would not be a problem of whether to donate or not, but 

whether they could donate or not. 

you city county hospital. 

The principal and Vice Principal were once again in a state of excitement. 

After the first clinical trial of the tea for cancer treatment had ended, they still wanted to clear out the 

quarantine area. They couldn't leave it empty, but who knew that the second batch of clinical treatment 

trials would start again in their hospital? the key was that this time, they needed an even larger area. 

fortunately, the newly built part of their hospital could be used. otherwise, it would have been a little 

too much for them. 

not long after. 

At Ming City Airport, Carlton got off the plane with a group of people. 

He had Chartered a plane to come here. As a rich man like him, this kind of thing was normal. 
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Outside Ming city's airport, there was also a luxurious fleet of cars prepared by the Americans waiting to 

pick him up and take him to you city. 

The long journey was a little uncomfortable for Carlton, and he fell asleep groggily in the car. 

He didn't know how long it had been before he suddenly woke up because he felt a comfortable feeling, 

as if the hair follicles on his skin had relaxed. 
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When he woke up, he felt an especially fresh air. The quality of the air made him a little addicted. 

He had never experienced such a feeling in America. 

"Mr. Carlton, they said that we'll be arriving at you city soon," the Secretary said hurriedly. 

"We're reaching you city?" "is this the effect of the purification grass?" carlton asked. 

although he was sick, he still knew about some major international events, especially the purification 

grass. he knew how magical it was. 

Moreover, he also knew that there were a few people who had been trying to get the purification grass, 

but they had never succeeded. 

If he wasn't sick, he might have gotten involved. 

Now that he had truly experienced the effects of the purification grass, he found it hard to imagine that 

this thing could make the air in a city so good. 

They were not even in the city yet, and this was already the case. How good would the air quality be in 

the city? 

Finally, the convoy entered you city, and Carlton felt a lot more refreshed under the high air quality. 

carlton could not help but sigh with emotion. " I'm so envious of this air quality. Why can't our beautiful 

country develop purification grass? " 

After sighing, he turned to the private doctor next to him and said, " " i have to confirm that the tea 

leaves are indeed effective in treating late-stage cancer. otherwise, i will never donate my assets. " 

alright, Mr. Carlton. I'll make sure that the other party's tea leaves are effective. 

soon, carlton and the others contacted the staff of linlin's laboratory and were welcomed at the 

reception area. 

When they arrived, they realized that there were already some rich people here. 

One of the tycoons even argued with Linlin's laboratory staff. 

you want me to donate my assets without confirming the effects of the tea leaves? that's impossible. I'm 

not an idiot. I'll only be satisfied if I confirm the effects. the rich man sat on the chair and swore. 

His thoughts were obviously the same as Carlton's. 

this rich man's argument also attracted the attention of other rich people. 

Linlin's laboratory staff smiled at the rich man and said, " okay, Sir. Our conversation is over. We won't 

talk to you again, and we won't accept your application. We don't need to prove it to you. 

"What the f * ck do you mean?" the tycoon was stunned. 

the people in linlin's laboratory smiled and said, " Sir, you can leave now because you've already missed 

the opportunity for this clinical treatment. 



Achoo! the rich man exclaimed when he heard this, and his face turned pale. 

He had never thought that his counterattack against the law would be so strong and decisive. 

Whoosh! Carlton was dumbfounded by this scene, because he had originally planned to do the same 

thing as this rich man. 

The private doctor was also staring at Carlton in a daze. He really wanted to ask, " Mr. Carlton, what 

should we do now? " he didn't even give them a chance to confirm it. 

you can either donate or leave. 

Obviously, even laerton himself didn't expect this to happen, and his previous plan seemed ridiculous. 

Chapter 1247 Leading By The Nose! It's Just A Farce!_1 

Carlton was at a loss for a moment. 

since he had come here, he felt that his life was more important and had already made preparations to 

donate his assets. 

originally, he had wanted to know the effect before donating his assets, just like that rich man. 

After all, he didn't want to be a sucker. 

However, he had also seen what had happened to that rich man. 

If he dared to mention that he would see the effect before donating, he would probably end up like that 

rich man. 

The rich man was also completely anxious. He hurriedly said to the people in the dark forest laboratory, 

no, you can't do this. I was the first to arrive. I'm willing to donate my assets before the treatment. 

Obviously, the person in charge of the Linlin experiment had been told to kill the chicken to warn the 

monkeys, so he no longer paid attention to the rich man. 

Therefore, the person who played the role of a monkey could not only be a small figure, but also a rich 

man. 

when the other rich people saw this scene, their faces also turned ugly. 

they actually had the same thoughts. they wanted to see the results first before donating their assets. 

But now, after seeing the fate of this rich man who was acting like a monkey, how could they still dare to 

mention it? 

at this moment, these rich people were all feeling extremely complicated. 

It seemed that they could only donate their assets and sign a contract before they could carry out 

clinical treatment experiments. There was no other way. 

moreover, what they were most afraid of now was that one of the rich people would compromise first, 

causing a situation where everyone was fighting for the spots. that would be awkward. 
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The key was that when these rich people were thinking about it, one of them gritted his teeth and said, " 

"I'm willing to sign a contract and donate my assets first." 

After all, there were people who cherished their lives and were afraid of death. 

the richer he was, the more he was like this. 

As soon as this tycoon spoke, the other tycoons also became anxious. After all, there were only 10 spots. 

Carlton immediately instructed his Secretary, " "Hurry up and go. Tell them that I'm willing to donate 

first." 

He was already panicking, afraid that he would lose his spot. Under the threat of death, how could he 

remember his initial plan? 

All he had to do now was to get a healer spot. 

Not far away, Deng Guang was watching this scene with a smile. 

he already knew the identity of these rich people and how much money they had. they could be said to 

be big figures in the world, but now they were all being led by the nose. 

This also made him sigh with emotion. Under the threat of life and death, how many people could 

remain calm and composed? 

At the same time. 

In the office of Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin also welcomed the two of them into the office. 

one of them was captain lu. 

The other person was a middle-aged man who was dressed meticulously. 

"Boss Qin, this is Mr. Zhu, Zhu Wei. He used to be the head of a state-owned enterprise Fund." chief lu 

began to introduce the middle-aged man the moment he sat down. 

"Hello, Mr. Zhu." Qin Lin also smiled and shook hands with the other party. 

He understood that this man would probably be the future head of the foundation. 

"boss qin, i've heard a lot about you!" Zhu Wei was also full of compliments. 

before this, he had only known that the person in front of him was little qin, a genius. he didn't know 

that he was the boss of linlin company. he only knew about it when chief lu introduced him to him on 

the way here. 

moreover, he had learned a lot about this man from chief lu. to be honest, he was quite impressed with 

the things he had done. 

Especially this time, it was targeted at those international tycoons. When the foundation was 

established, he could already imagine how angry some countries would be. 



 

only people like qin lin's boss could be called life. people like them were just wasting their time. 

"Mr. Zhu is too kind." Qin Lin also invited Zhu Wei to sit down. 

the three of them made tea for a while. deng guang came with a stack of documents."Chairman Qin and 

chief Lu are also here, and this is?" 

He looked at Zhu Wei curiously. 

"Director Deng, this is Mr. Zhu. He's the person in charge of the foundation. He'll be in charge of the 

donations from the rich and powerful," Qin Lin explained immediately. 

Deng Guang immediately handed a stack of documents to Zhu Wei. 

He also knew that this Foundation wasn't something Linlin's family could manage. 

He added, " Mr. Zhu, these are the contracts signed by the rich. They will donate 10% of their assets to 

the fund. As for the specific amount, Mr. Zhu, you need to confirm it. 

Zhu Wei nodded, took the stack of documents, and read them. He was surprised when he saw the 

information about Carlton. 

he was a very well-known rich man with more than 60 billion assets. 

This 10% would be more than 6 billion. 

There were also a few other tycoons, each of whom had terrifying assets. 

Now, these guys were simply fat pigs. 

Chief Lu also took the contracts and documents and looked at them. These rich people all had quite a lot 

of assets, but he didn't know if all of them were real. 

however, this was not important. they had a way to find out how much assets the other party had. when 

they saw the healing effects of the tea leaves, they would be even more afraid to stop the treatment. 

After seeing hope, everyone was more afraid that this hope would be destroyed. 

Deng Guang then took out some documents and a USB drive and handed them to Qin Lin. 

"What is this?" Qin Lin asked. 

Deng Guang smiled. it's very interesting. It's the letters and videos sent by those international tea 

merchants. They also expressed their intention to cooperate. 

"Interesting." Qin Lin laughed. 

weren't these tea merchants planning for the international tea culture festival? Now that they were 

sending him these letters, they must have been affected by the announcement made by the Linlin 

laboratory. 

If that was the case, he and chief Lu had overestimated these people. 



Chapter 1248 Leading By The Nose! It's Just A Farce _2 

He hadn't even fully exerted his strength yet, and these people had already started to panic and 

surrender. 

Qin Lin first read the letter from a guy named hobers with great interest. 

this guy directly said that the proposal of the international tea industry cultural festival had nothing to 

do with him. he even suggested that the country hold such an international festival to acknowledge and 

respect the domestic tea culture. 

Naturally, he also hoped to cooperate with the domestic tea industry. 

Moreover, this guy had sent a video over. 

The video was of the International tea merchants discussing the planning of the tea cultural festival. 

During this process, the International tea merchants worked together and did not even believe that they 

had tea leaves that could cure cancer. 

hobbs, on the other hand, didn't say anything. he didn't seem to be involved. 

However, when Qin Lin saw the next letter from the tea merchant, he laughed. 

This tea merchant also wanted to cooperate with them on tea leaves. He also posted a video, in which 

Hobbs made a solemn vow to trust a guy named Fury. 

It was as if Hobbs and Fury were the leaders. 

this kasaya 

qin yang felt that he and chief lu had overestimated these international tea merchants. 

A dog biting a dog, a mouth full of fur. 

"Chairman Qin, how should we respond to this?" Deng Guang asked. 

Qin Lin smiled. let the Linlin villa's official account spread the news about the donations. Also, send 

these letters to the International tea merchants. Remember to make them public. 

"I understand!" Deng Guang instantly understood. 

he had seen the documents and videos and knew that these international tea merchants each had their 

own ulterior motives. if he sent those documents and videos over, those international tea merchants 

would definitely have very interesting expressions. 

… 

The news of Linlin villa's cultivation of a cure for all kinds of late-stage cancer had long occupied the 

biggest hot search on the internet. 

News videos about Linlin's laboratory would also go viral and become a hot topic. 

even videos that had nothing to do with linlin's laboratory would immediately gain a lot of popularity as 

long as they were labeled with linlin's laboratory. 
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Therefore, when the news of ten international tycoons donating 10% of their assets to the ** 

Foundation was released on the Linlin villa public account, the internet was shocked and it became the 

top of the hot search list in a short time. 

firstly, it was because of the popularity of cancer treatment. secondly, the assets of these rich people 

were really shocking. 

especially carlton, who was ranked 15th among the super-rich people in america with more than 60 

billion assets. 

moreover, 10% of the assets of these rich people added up to a shocking amount. 

In the beginning, many people had objected to Linlin's laboratory giving ten spots to foreigners. After all, 

there were so many patients in the country, why should they give them to foreigners? 

Now that he saw this, he didn't have any opinions. It was simply satisfying. 

The pigs were killed so ruthlessly, but they were all drifting. 

I can only say 666. F * cking funds. It's really like killing a pig and killing a person. 

a rich man with more than 6 billion US dollars. How many big Ivans can he buy with that? " 

"I really hope that one day you can make some capital forces suffer losses with this money. That would 

be very satisfying." 

"Are you saying that I'll Rob you of your money and then use your money to deal with you?" 

"…" 

compared to the popularity on the internet, in england, in robert fury's castle, the international tea 

merchants had once again gathered. 

after these few days of discussion, they had basically finished planning the rules and regulations of the 

international tea culture festival. 

Today, they had gathered together again to elect a person-in-charge to host the first tea culture Festival. 

After that, they could announce it to the public. 

alright, we've discussed everything else. Let's elect a person to be in charge today. Fury looked at the 

tea merchants around him with a smile in his eyes. 

In fact, he had already persuaded a few tea merchants. They would recommend him. 

Since the Robert family wanted to gain more benefits in the International tea market, being the person 

in charge would naturally have great benefits. 

At this time, hobers laughed and said loudly, " of course, I support Mr. Fury to be the person in charge. 

Only Mr. Fury can handle this. 

he had already received news that carlton had already signed a contract to donate 10% of his assets. 

that meant that the rumor that his tea leaves could cure cancer was true. 



They would definitely push fory out at this time. If they got too involved, there would be no chance to 

work with the people from that country in the future. 

robert fury was actually most worried that one of the largest tea merchants in the world, hobers, would 

compete with him. now that the other party had directly voiced his support, he was very satisfied. 

When hobers expressed his support, the other international tea merchants also expressed their support 

for fory. 

everyone's agreement made frey even more satisfied. he smiled and said, " since everyone is so kind, I 

can only accept this proposal and contribute to this cultural festival. 

Just as hobers was feeling smug, his blond Secretary came in anxiously again. This time, the Secretary 

did not even dare to speak loudly. She ran to his ear and whispered, " Mr. Fury, bad news. Linlin 

laboratory has made an announcement saying that Carl's rich men have gone to Eastern countries and 

are willing to donate 10% of their assets for treatment. 

"what?" Fury stood up in shock. 

Just as he was feeling smug, the smile on his face disappeared when he suddenly received this news. 

Are those rich people in caventon crazy? 

donate 10% of my assets for treatment? Wasn't this helping the other party prove themselves? 

At this moment, it wasn't just Fu Rui. Tea merchants from other countries also received a message or a 

call. They all exclaimed in surprise, " 

"It's actually true?" 

"Everyone will donate 10%?" 

"Carlton donated it too?" 

"……" 

All of a sudden, the atmosphere around them became strange. After all, everyone knew the purpose of 

their gathering here. 

However, after receiving the news, everything they did seemed to have become meaningless. 

In the face of the tea leaves that could cure cancer, everything they did seemed a little ridiculous. 

At this moment, a man rushed in and said to Fury, " "Mr. Fury, there's an email for the International tea 

culture." 

"Mail?" Fury was dumbfounded. The country's tea culture had yet to be fully established, so why would 

someone send them an email? 

At this moment, Frey had just received the news. He was exhausted and didn't have the time to think 

about it. He ordered the man, " "Open it and see who it is." 



the person nodded and immediately opened the email. then, a series of cooperation applications 

appeared. 

When he saw the letters, he was stunned. He immediately opened one of them. It was a letter from an 

international tea merchant applying for cooperation with the Linlin laboratory. 

This time, an international tea merchant was embarrassed. He had never expected the letter to be sent 

back like this. This also meant that the other party would not cooperate. 

However, it was extremely embarrassing for him to do this in private and be exposed in public. 

Frey opened the next letter, which was hobers'. 

he subconsciously stared at hobers. the other party had always been the first to support him. who knew 

that he would actually do this? 

Hobers was embarrassed, but what made him even more embarrassed was that Frey opened a video, 

which was the video he had shot to clear his name. 

but this wasn't the most embarrassing part. frey opened another video, and in the video, hobers was the 

first to speak, saying that he supported frey's plan for the international tea festival. 

At this moment, hobers felt like he wanted to find a hole to hide in. He had taken a video to clear his 

name, but someone had also taken a video of him and sent it out. 

this ... 

None of them were good. 

Fury smiled bitterly. He didn't think that these international tea merchants would play such tricks even 

though they supported him on the surface. It was really ironic. 

For a time, those international tea merchants could no longer stay. 

For the first time, hobers walked out awkwardly. He no longer had the face to stay here. 

The other international tea merchants also left. 

In the end, only Fury was left sitting on the chair, exhausted. 

He didn't know what kind of farce he had created. 

Chapter 1249 562-Kappa Festival (1) 

time flew by, and unknowingly, time passed by like the sand in an hourglass. 

You City County hospital, clinical experimental area. 

Carlton was a little nervous. 

his private doctor was drawing blood for him. 

After donating 10% of his assets, the other party would let him drink tea every day. 

he had been drinking for a while now. 
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Every time he finished his tea, he could actually feel that very comfortable feeling. 

moreover, the late-stage cancer often appeared in his body, so the pain that he needed to rely on 

painkillers also stopped. 

However, for the first test, he still trusted his personal doctor and not the doctors from the eastern 

countries. 

Beside him, the doctor Who was in charge of drawing blood stood quietly with a look of disdain. 

this foreign tycoon was worried that they would do something. 

Do they need it? 

He had measured the heart of a gentleman with his own mean measure. 

however, since the other party had applied for it, and carlton had donated more than 6 billion dollars, 

no one could care less about his request. 

After Carlton's private doctor had finished drawing his blood, he also said to the doctor, " " sir, please 

take me to the testing equipment. i want to test carlton personally. " 

"Please!" Although the doctor was unhappy, he still had his professionalism. 

carlton's private doctor followed him out of the ward. when he arrived at the examination area, he 

began to personally examine the patient. 

The doctors and nurses inside were curious about this foreign doctor. 

Moreover, he had to admit that this foreign doctor's medical skills were really good to be able to 

become the private doctor of a rich man. 

at the very least, he was even better at operating the test equipment than the doctors here. 

After the blood test was done, the private doctor brought Carlton for other tests. 

Time passed, and soon, a day and a night had passed. 

Carlton, however, became even more nervous. 

He had received news from his private doctor that he would send the test results over immediately. 

After a short while, the private doctor came in with a shocked expression. 

How could he not be shocked after seeing the effects of the tea leaves? 

"How is it?" carlton asked in a hurry. 

The private doctor said in disbelief, " Mr. Carlton, your cancer cells have indeed declined during this 

period of time. There has also been a benign decrease in all your statistics. If this trend continues, you 

will be completely cured of your late-stage cancer next year. 

"It's true!" carlton's face was filled with joy, but at the same time, he also heaved a deep sigh of relief. 

after all, he had donated 10% of his assets. 



He didn't want to be a sucker. 

it seemed that the result was good. 

The tea leaves were really effective. 

once his cancer was cured, he would have plenty of time to earn back the 10% of his assets. 

Just as Carlton was thinking about this, he saw a group of people walking in from outside. 

He recognized the person in the lead. He was the person in charge of the foundation. 

it was the other party who had taken 10% of his assets. 

zhu wei came in and said with a smile when he saw carlton, " Mr. Carlton, your medical report is out. It 

seems that you're in good condition. Unfortunately, I have to inform you that your treatment may have 

to be stopped. 

"What?" we've signed a contract, " Carlton said angrily. you can't do this. 

we did sign a contract, but Mr. Carlton, you have also violated the contract. you haven't handed over 

10% of your assets, " Zhu Wei said with a smile. you have properties in Switzerland, Bagu, ao, and other 

places. You even have a bank account. 

" in view of this, we'll temporarily suspend your treatment. we can only continue to treat you after 

you've completed the contract. otherwise, our treatment contract will be suspended. " 

"shit!"Carlton immediately cursed. 

Those were the assets and money he had prepared for emergencies. 

Even if these assets and money could not be used for the rest of their lives, rich people like them would 

still prepare in secret. 

But how did the other party know? 

'Damn it.' 

The other party even wanted these assets and money. 

Anger and unwillingness. 

but in the end, he still said to zhu wei anxiously, " Mr. Zhu, I've forgotten about those. I'll make it up 

immediately. I'm really sorry. I didn't mean it. 

"as you wish, mr. carlton!" Zhu Wei said with a smile. 

as expected, once these rich people received treatment and knew the effects of the tea leaves, they 

would be even more afraid to stop the treatment. 

During this period of time. 

The news about the cancer tea leaves was still abuzz on the internet. 

This was especially true for the establishment of the National Fund. 



The ** Foundation was established with the assets donated by the 10 international tycoons. The initial 

estimated amount reached 17 billion US dollars. 

17 billion US dollars. 

This was a terrifying amount of money. 

This was because even the 19th richest person in the country only had this amount. 

In other words, the donations from these rich people for clinical trials could create a rich person ranked 

19th in the country. 

This also raised the reputation of Linlin laboratory once again. 

After all, Linlin's laboratory didn't keep this money. Instead, it was donated to the construction fund. 

In other words, the boss of Linlin company had donated 17 billion US dollars in one go. 

This could be said to be a huge move. 

no one in the country had ever done such a generous thing. 

this was also something that lifted the spirits of the people. 

After all, this fund was used for war preparations. 

if an unpleasant conflict happened one day, the fund would be of great use. 

Naturally, there were always people who wanted to join in the fun. 

Very quickly, a person called wang yang said that he donated 20 million Yuan to the ** Foundation. 

Wang Yang's 20 million did indeed attract some attention, and then someone found out that he was a 

main agent of Lin Lin company. 

Chapter 1250 562-The Kappa Festival (2) 

As soon as the news came out, the other Linlin agents couldn't hold it in. 

The main distributors of a series of products such as hot spring powder, Mingming white ginseng, Linlin 

leisure tea also donated one after another, ranging from 10 million to a few million. 

Although the amount wasn't much, the total amount was still quite a lot. 

this also attracted the interest of others. first of all, the loser second generation young master wang also 

donated 10 million yuan. 

after him, it seemed that many companies couldn't hold it in any longer and donated one after another. 

10 million, tens of millions, and even companies like penguin donated hundreds of millions. 

This seemed to be a trend. 

At the same time, the people were also mobilized. 
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In the past, it was always said that if there was a war or where there was a war, someone would be 

willing to donate a month's worth of instant noodles. There was no chance in the past, but now was the 

chance. 

Therefore, the public was caught up in the wave of donations. 

the amount of money in the national fund was increasing at a terrifying speed. 

with this trend, even if the funds were used to buy weapons instead of treatment and protection, it 

would be enough to beat up that unfilial son. 

Naturally, a live broadcast at Linlin's laboratory had also attracted everyone's attention. 

Linlin villa's official account had 130 million fans, but Linlin laboratory didn't have that many fans. 

However, in this era of media, Linlin's laboratory had also created an official account. Even without 

much publicity, it still had millions of fans. 

However, with the popularity of the tea's cancer treatment and the ** Foundation, the livestream of 

Linlin's laboratory had far exceeded the number of fans of Linlin's laboratory. 

Very quickly, it had exceeded millions of online viewers. 

Naturally, the number of fans following the Linlin laboratory increased rapidly as professor Li Kai and his 

team busied themselves in the fields. 

The title of the livestream room was 'cultivation of the first batch of Linlin rice'. 

That's right, after the seeds of the new rice were harvested, half of them were directly used to grow 

seedlings. Now, these seedlings could be planted. 

Therefore, Linlin's laboratory had a Grand live broadcast. After all, the new rice wasn't as good as the 

previous products, but it could affect the food industry overall. 

After all, it could be considered Linlin's laboratory's most significant achievement. 

It was also because of this that more people were attracted to watch the live broadcast. 

Everyone knew that in the future, the rice in everyone's house would become this new rice. 

Moreover, being able to see a product from science fiction in reality was also a special meaning. 

Perhaps it wouldn't be long before the rice seedlings planted in Linlin's laboratory would grow to the 

height of trees. This would no longer be a paddy field, but a rice forest. 

A forest full of rice. 

It brought everyone anticipation and a fantasy of science fiction. 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin no longer paid attention to this matter. He was watering the plants in the flower pots with 

water. 



With a professional in charge of professional matters, he didn't need to worry about anything. 

the plants in the flower pots were indeed everlasting warmth grass. 

after a while, the constant temperature grass had already grown a section, and the leaves had also 

grown out. 

However, the constant temperature grass had yet to fully mature, and its attributes had yet to be 

activated. 

Qin Lin had just finished watering when he heard a burst of "uh-huh" and "giggle." 

He turned around and saw yang slowly crawling over. 

The growth rate of Yang's crocodile was extremely fast. Its head had grown by a huge chunk, and its 

horizontal body was almost as big as Wang Cai. 

Little Qin Feng was lying on little Yang's back, giggling happily like a little crocodile Knight. 

lin fen and zhao moyu were watching him worriedly, afraid that the little guy would fall. 

"daddy, daddi!" Little Qin Feng called out to Qin Lin happily when he saw him. 

yang seemed to have sensed something and slowly crawled toward qin lin. 

Qin Lin immediately squatted down and played with little Qin Feng for a while. Then, they went to the 

other side of the manor. 

It could be seen that there was a special mat laid there. 

On it were densely packed seeds. 

Those were the night Queen's seeds. After harvesting, they were first taken to dry to kill bacteria. 

The night Queen had already harvested the first batch of seeds that she had planted and would soon be 

able to take them to fairy tale mountain to plant. 

Qin Lin checked the night Queen's seed and saw that it was almost done. He kept the seed and brought 

it to the race track. 

The little lion rushed over like a white shadow. 

the little lion was also a bound animal from the game, so it was still somewhat dependent on its master. 

He also rarely came to the horse racing field. The moment he came, the little lion was extremely excited, 

circling around him and barking. 

Qin Lin reached out his hand to stroke the little lion. The little lion also cooperatively stretched out its 

head and rubbed against his hand. 

with a flip, qin lin got on the horse's back and rode the little lion out of the pasture. 

He wanted to ride the little lion to fairy tale mountain. It was an animal with spiritual intelligence, and it 

was bound to him, so he had to accompany it. 



This scene made the tourists who saw it take out their mobile phones to take videos. 

Everyone knew that little Qin was a researcher, but they had almost forgotten that he was a Knight. 

Now that he had seen her, he remembered that little Qin was also so valiant and valiant when riding a 

horse, and was incomparably handsome. 

There were already two passageways from Linlin Manor to fairy tale mountain. 

One was an asphalt road, which could allow a car to pass through. 

At that time, the tourists could drive directly to the new parking lot at fairy tale mountain, or take a tour 

bus from Linlin Manor or the ranch to fairy tale mountain. 

 


